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WHAT IS HDR?

High Dynamic Range - HDR

In today’s context, it is a technique and process used in photography 
to reproduce a greater dynamic range of luminosity than is possible 
with a single digital image or photographic techniques.

Provides enhanced detail in hi lights and shadows when viewed on 
lower range media such as monitors and prints

More closely matches the dynamic range of our eye than what can be 
achieved with a single exposure although newer camera are 
approaching the range of the human eye



HISTORY OF HDR

First known to be used in the mid 
1800’s and combined two film 
photos of the same scene at 
different exposures in the 
darkroom to produce a print that 
retained detail in the highlights 
and dark shadows.



HISTORY OF HDR

In the 20th century B&W film 
era, “dodging and burning” 
darkroom technique could be 
considered an HDR technique 
using a single negative

Ansel Adams used this extensively 
in his work



HISTORY OF HDR

Dodging and burning became very difficult with colour film 
printing.

Multi-Layered film with a range of ASA’s were developed but did 
not evolve to mainstream photography. They were used for 
military and scientific purposes such as photographing nuclear 
explosions.



HISTORY OF HDR

The origin of current HDR 
photography began in 1993 with 
the creation of Global HDR, a 
mathematical theory describing 
how to create tone maps from a 
series of images and combine 
them into one.

Patented 1996 by Canadian, Steve 
Mann



HISTORY OF HDR

In 2000, a Mac application “Photosphere” was released which 
started a steady stream of releases of HDR software programs 
that look after the combining of multiple exposures into one 
HDR image

Adobe incorporated HDR in CS2 in 2005

Apple released “in camera” HDR starting with the iPhone 4 in 
2010



WHAT DO I NEED TO TAKE AN 
HDR IMAGE?

A subject with a high range of luminosity will benefit most.

Works best with a relatively static scene to prevent ghosting

A camera that can take a series of exposures at normal, + and - exposure 
values at constant aperture value.

Aperture priority mode

Fast burst shutter to minimize alignment when handholding

A tripod makes processing faster but most HDR software can align for hand 
held burst shots



SHOOT IMAGES

RAW is preferred but JPG will work

Set up for a minimum of three exposures, recommend normal, 
+2EV, -2EV.  You can use more but I have not noticed much 
difference except how long you end up staring at the screen 
while the magic happens.

Try to keep your ISO low to minimize noise. The HDR process 
creates noise of its own.



SOFTWARE CHOICES

There are dozens of programs/applications available

Do you want stand alone or integrate with your existing workflow?

Free or buy?

What sort of result are you looking for? Subtle HDR enhancement or some surreal 
effects? Some programs are better at the realistic look than others.

Some HDR programs provide additional editing functionality such as cropping and 
layers that gets you closer to your final image

Some are plugins to Lightroom that can integrate with your workflow better than a 
stand alone program.



PRESETS

All of the HDR programs I have owned or test driven come with 
presets that give “looks” to a composite image

I find them a good starting point for tuning your final HDR result

Typically they provide landscape, architectural, realistic, B&W, and 
other artistic looks.



MY SOFTWARE CHOICES

Aurora HDR 2019 - I have owned three versions of this and 
it has developed into my go-to HDR program. 

Lots of tutorials available

Use it stand alone or as a plugin to Lightroom

I like the ability to use layers to adjust the HDR effect in various 
areas of a photo

Free trial available - multi installations under one license



SOFTWARE CHOICES

Photomatics - Another good program that I used a fair bit 
before they improved Aurora HDR.

Works stand alone or as a plugin in Lightroom

Lots of presets

They don’t charge $ for each upgrade!

Free trial available - multi installations possible



HDR SOFTWARE

NIK HDR Effects - Works well, a fair number of presets that produce 
realistic results

Used to be $100. Google purchased the company and offered it and a number 
of other programs for free then discontinued it. Sold to DXO who have 
upgraded it and re-released it for $69

You can still find the original free Google version on the DXO site https://
nikcollection.dxo.com/nik-collection-2012/ 

Still working on my computer and latest IOS

Only works as a plugin for Lightroom

https://nikcollection.dxo.com/nik-collection-2012/
https://nikcollection.dxo.com/nik-collection-2012/


HDR SOFTWARE

Easy HDR - no first hand experience but it seems to have 
good ratings

Free demo available 

Lightroom - built in HDR functionality without the presets and 
adjustments of external plugins. (If anyone can get the HDR 
Panorama function to work I would like to talk to you to figure 
out why it won’t work for me!)



EXAMPLES
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SHORT DEMOS OF THREE 
PROGRAMS:

Lightroom - street scene

Photomatix - landscape sunrise

Aurora HDR - architectural interior



QUESTIONS?




